Your lab write up will include:

**Crime specifics:** Case number, victim, forensic technicians, etc. listed at the top of the paper.

**General Conclusion:** (This is where you will re-write your final analysis questions in paragraph form – this can be more than one paragraph)

**Extension Questions:** Your group will be responsible for researching **6 of the following 10 questions** (you choose which 6). Ideally, every member will receive one question (if your group is less than 6 or someone is absent – your team is responsible to pick up the slack). Your answer should be in paragraph form with proper grammar and punctuation. (Typical answers will be about a paragraph each and include source.)

1. Does baby hair differ from adult hair?
2. Can hair spray, gels, and other hair treatments be noted under a microscope?
3. Does eyebrow hair differ from head hair?
4. Is it possible to detect if a person had his or her hair cut with scissors or a razor?
5. Is it possible to tell if hair was burned if someone was near a fire?
6. Does hair from different races look different under a microscope?
7. Is there a difference in the structure of hair in a dog’s winter coat versus his summer coat?
8. Do all blonds have the same type of medulla?
9. Does bleaching or dying one’s hair affect the structure of the hair?
10. Does using hair conditioner on one’s hair make a difference in the appearance of hair under a microscope?

How to turn it in:
You have two options: Hand written or Typed.

Hand written lab write up’s: Place your write up on top of all group members charts- staple and turn in to basket.

Typed write ups: Staple all group members charts together – turn in to basket. Write up emailed to: rivera.science@yahoo.com